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Taking the Tianhe District in Guangzhou, China, as a case and the urban street

(road) as the basic research unit, this study analyzes the relationship between

the built environment and street vitality to analyze the influencing factors of

street vitality. The Tencent location service data are used to characterize street

vitality, and the OLS and GWR models are used to construct the statistical

relationship between the built environment and street vitality after establishing

the urban built environment index. The results show that spatial heterogeneity is

considered in the GWR model based on local geographic weighting, and its

fitting effect is better than that of the OLS model, which can reveal the micro-

local characteristics of the built environment’s effect on street vitality.

Increasing the land-use mixing degree, new and old building mixing

degrees, and land-use intensity (building density and volume ratio) can

significantly increase street vitality, which proves to a certain extent that

Jacobs’s relevant discussion is still highly practical for the Tianhe District.
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1 Introduction

Urban vitality is a driving force in the rapid and healthy development of cities (Wang,

2019). Urban vitality is mainly manifested in various activities in the city, and its core is

the people engaged in them. The degree of concentration of people can be regarded as an

important measure of urban vitality (Jacobs, 1961). As the basic unit of urban life, streets

not only undertake the function of urban transportation but are also an essential place for

residents’ activities, where urban vitality is concentrated. People rely on streets to engage

in social, leisure, and other functional activities; thus, streets are increasingly regarded as

social spaces rather than just mobile spaces (Hass-klau et al., 1999). Jacobs believed that

“streets have vitality, and cities have vitality” (Jacobs, 1961). However, influenced by the

planning concept of modern urbanism, the traffic function of modern urban streets has

been widely valued, but their social attributes as the place of activity and communication

space for urban residents are easy to ignore.
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Jacobs put forward four necessary and two basic conditions

for street vitality (simplified as “six conditions for street vitality”).

More precisely, the four necessary conditions are that “it should

have multiple land use functions,” “most streets should be short

and easy to pass,” “houses should be mixed-use buildings of

different ages and conditions,” and “high-density population.”

The two basic conditions are “accessibility” and “harm of border

vacuums” (Jacobs, 1961). Among them, “multiple land use

functions” refer to land use that needs to be mixed, and there

are at least two or more types of land use in the streets and

surrounding areas. A high degree of land-use mixing can ensure

people flow and efficient use of facilities (Wei et al., 2016).

Furthermore, “most streets should be short and easy to pass,”

means that the streets should be short and have more

intersections, which reduces the speed of cars and decreases

the walking distance. “Housing should be a mixture of buildings

with different ages and conditions,” means that the ages of

buildings around the street should be diverse, which reflects

the diversity of social groups and the community economy (King,

2013). The existence of old buildings helps cultivate urban

diversity. The case study of Nanjing in China shows that the

vitality of new streets is significantly lower than that of old streets

(Xu et al., 2018). “High-density population” means that the

density of urban development should be high enough, which

is conducive to the concentration of human activities and enables

realization and maintenance of the diversity of cities or streets

when the first three conditions are met (Sung and Lee, 2015). In

the study of the Barcelona case, urban vitality can be found in a

wide variety of urban spaces only when population density is

combined with physical features that promote intense and

diverse human activity (G´omez-Var et al., 2022)

“Accessibility” refers to the accessibility of public service

facilities, especially urban parks and transportation stations.

Urban parks are conducive to the distribution of pedestrian

populations to enhance the urban vitality of the surrounding

areas. Compared with large public spaces, small parks and

squares are also important and potential social interaction

spaces (De Nadai et al., 2016). Good accessibility to bus

stations and rail transit stations induces residents’ activity

behavior. “The harm of the junction vacuum zone” refers to

the fact that ground railway lines, rivers, and highways inhibit the

vitality of the surrounding cities. Jacobs argues that single-

function areas along the railway, riverside areas, university

campuses, highways, large parking lots, and large parks inhibit

the vitality of the city due to the small number of users.

Therefore, adding new functions along the “vacuum

boundary” helps maintain the vitality of the city (Wang, 2019).

Existing literature has verified the applicability of the

conditions of Jacobs’ street vitality in modern cities from

different angles and regions (Ewing and Cervero, 2010; March

et al., 2012). Studies have confirmed that Jacobs’s relevant

discussion is suitable for Seoul, the contemporary Korean city

from the two scales of the street, whereas neighborhood andmixed

land use, density, block size, building age, and accessibility are

significant influencing factors of street vitality (Sung et al., 2013;

Sung and Lee, 2015). In the study of the Barcelona case, urban

vitality could also be found in peripheral neighborhoods that do

not necessarily coincide with historical fabrics (Delcl`os-Alio and

Miralles-Guasch, 2018), and the study of the Santiago de Chile case

reveals that the spatial form of revival urban vitality is

characterized by a strong radial center–periphery dynamic

interspersed with sub-centers of high vitality, mainly in the

form of rural towns and villages (Fuentes et al., 2020).

Compared to the urban vitality of Ho Chi Minh City and

Shanghai, both cities realize a declining gradient of urban

vitality from the urban cores to the suburbs; however, Shanghai

also fosters several peaks of urban vitality in its sub-centers (Yue

et al., 2021). Related studies show that block size, urban park

accessibility, and street connectivity significantly affect urban

vitality in contemporary American cities (Koohsari et al., 2013;

Saelens and Handy, 2008). Furthermore, in recent years, with the

rapid development of information and communications

technology (ICT), location-based services and big data have

provided an important database for fine measurement of street

vitality. For example, mobile signaling data are used to measure six

major cities in Italy, and Jacobs’s diverse urban conditions are

considered suitable for investigating cities empirically (Nadai et al.,

2016). Urban lighting data also represent an important means to

measure urban vitality, improve the density of urban facilities the

mixing degree of and enhance the rationality of spatial design, and

optimize the distribution of public facilities to improve urban

vitality (Jia and Song, 2020). Other studies mainly include the

application of talking-data, location service data, (Niu et al., 2019),

street view data (Rui et al., 2021), and POIs (Yue et al., 2017) to

evaluate the impact of the built environment on street vitality and

its temporal and spatial characteristics. In the case study of Seoul in

South Korea, it is found that the Internet spatial connectivity in

public places is potentially conducive to human physical

interaction, especially among young people (Kim, 2018).

However, in general, the mechanisms and local characteristics

of the impact of the built environment on street vitality need to be

further explored.

Since the reform and opening up, Chinese cities have

experienced rapid urbanization, accelerated urban renewal,

and emerging new urban areas. Whether Jacobs’ street vitality

conditions are suitable for Chinese metropolises requires

additional empirical cases. As a metropolis in southern China

and the capital city of Guangdong Province, Guangzhou is

similar to New York, the case discussed by Jacobs to some

extent. New town development can better reflect the practical

applications of modern urban planning concepts in urban

planning and construction. Tianhe District has become the

new center of Guangzhou since 2000 and is characterized by

high development density, high land-use mixing, developed

public transport systems, and diversified social space types.

This is a suitable case to verify Jacobs’s relevant discussions.
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Street vitality is affected and limited by the urban building

environment that sustains human activities. This study

attempts to establish a statistical relationship between the

built-up environment indicators, which are similar to the six

conditions of Jacobs’ street vitality, and the urban street

vitality and analyze the applicability of Jacobs’ six

conditions of street vitality to modern Chinese cities so as

to prove the applicability of Jacobs’ related discussions in

more cities. Taking the Tianhe District of Guangzhou as an

example, this study used the location service intensity of

Tencent, an important social APP in China, to measure the

intensity of street activities and verify the applicability of

Jacobs’s relevant discussions to Chinese cities by

constructing a statistical relationship between the built

environment variables that can reflect the six conditions of

Jacobs’ street vitality and the intensity of street vitality.

2 Data and methodology

2.1 Research areas

In this case, Tianhe District (shown in Figure 1) has

diversified spatial types. It has the Zhujiang New Town

CBD. Colleges and universities are densely distributed in

Wushan, Longdong, and other areas in this district. Science

City and Smart city has developed into Guangzhou Science

and Technology City, respectively. There are also typical

urban villages, such as Shipai urban village and Tangxia

urban village.

2.2 Data sources

This study obtained Tencent location service data in Tianhe

District from June 15 to 21 in 2015 (1 week). Tencent is one of the

largest online social media platforms in China, with more than

one billion users. With its huge number of users, Tencent

location service data are collected according to 25*25 m grids

and a 1-h interval, which can effectively describe street activities.

Because there are obvious differences in street vitality intensity

between weekdays and weekends, this study only selects

weekdays as the research period.

The study only selects 3 a.m., 9 a.m., 12 a.m., 6 p.m., and

9 p.m. in a day as the research nodes. 3 a.m. basically

represents the early morning, and the street vitality is

found to be relatively low; 9 a.m. and 6 p m., respectively,

represent the time on the way to work and off-duty time,

which is the time period with the greatest intensity of street

pedestrian flow, while 12 a.m. represents noon time and 9 p.m.

represents residents’ evening activity time.

2.3 Variable settings

Urban roads are divided into four levels: expressway, trunk

road, secondary trunk road, and branch road, for which the width

of the road red line is controlled to be ≥40 m, 30–40 m, 25–40 m,

and 12–25 m, respectively. Therefore, this study selects the 55-m

buffer zone on both sides of the road center line as the

measurement range of street vitality, which includes not only

the scope of the road red line but also the buildings and open

spaces on both sides of the street, which have a direct impact on

the street vitality. Road network data are obtained from OSM

(Open Street Map, OSM, www.openstreetmap.org). According to

the six conditions of Jacobs’ street vitality, mixed use, block size,

building ages, density, accessibility, and border vacuums are

determined as the built environment variables affecting street

vitality. Table 1 is the basic statistical analysis of each variable.

The variables are defined as follows:

2.3.1 Land use mixing degree
It includes two variables, namely, the mixing degree of points

of interest (POI) type (POIM) and the mixing degree of land use

type (LUM) within the 200-m buffer zone of the road center line.

The calculation formula of the mixing degree is

Diversity � −∑(pi*In(pi)) (i � 1, 2, . . . , n), (1)

where diversity represents the POIs or land use mixing

degree of the street, n represents the number of POI type

or land use type of the section, and Pi represents the number

ratio of POIs of a certain type. POIs are obtained from Gaode

map (Gaode map is one of the important internet map

suppliers in China). The website is ditu.amap.com, and

the coordinates have been corrected. POIs are divided into

13 categories, namely, scenic spots, business housing, life

services, finance, education, transportation facilities,

accommodation, shopping, government offices, public

facilities, medical treatment, sports, and catering services.

The data of land use status released by government

departments (2007) can be divided into 10 categories: R

(residential), C (public facilities), M (industrial), W

(storage), T (external transportation), S (road and square),

U (municipal public facilities), G (green space), D (special),

and E (water and other).

2.3.2 Block size
It is measured by the road’s characteristics, including three

variables, namely, road length (RL), road grade (RG,

i.e., expressway, trunk road, secondary trunk road, and branch

road are measured by 4, 3, 2, and 1 respectively), and road

intersection density (ND_RI, road intersection density within the

55-m buffer zone of the road center line).
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2.3.3 Construction age of buildings
LocoySpider software (the website is locoy.com) is used to

obtain the relevant information (including the housing

construction age) of second-hand houses from China from the

website of Lianjia (which is an important real estate intermediary

in China, and the website is gz.lianjia.com). It includes two

variables, namely, the average value (BDM) and standard

deviation (BDS) of the construction age of second-hand

houses in the buffer zone of 200 m from the road center line,

which are used to measure the mixing degree of old and new

buildings.

2.3.4 Density
It includes two variables, namely, the building plot

ratio (BD_VT, i.e., the ratio of the sum of all building

areas in the buffer zone to the area of the buffer zone) and

building density (ND_BUF, i.e., the ratio of the sum of all

building base areas in the buffer zone to the area of the

buffer zone) in the buffer zone 200 m from the road center

line. The base and floors of the building are obtained from

the Gaode map.

2.3.5 Accessibility
It includes three variables, namely, the density of bus stops

(ND_BS, i.e., the ratio of the number of bus stops on the road to

the buffer area); the density of road bus lines (ND_BL, i.e., the

ratio of the number of bus lines on the road to the buffer area);

and the distance from the nearest subway station (DM_SUBS,

expressed by the straight-line distance from the midpoint of the

road to the nearest subway station).

2.3.6 Border vacuums
It includes three variables, namely, the distance from the

nearest river (DM_River, i.e., the straight-line distance from the

road center point to the nearest river); the distance from the

nearest expressway (DM_Expw, i.e., the straight-line distance

from the road center point to the nearest expressway); and the

distance from the nearest above-ground railway line (DM_RW,

i.e., the straight-line distance from the road center point to the

nearest above-ground railway line).

2.4 Methodology

This study uses the ordinary least squares (OLS) model and

the geographically weighted regression (GWR) model to analyze

the statistical relationship between the built environment and

street vitality. The GWR model allows the existence of different

spatial statistical relationships in different geographical spaces,

which can form regional geospatial statistical parameter

estimations (Nadai et al., 2016).

The calculation formula of the OLS model is as follows:

TABLE 1 Basic statistical analysis for built environment measures.

Variable Variable meaning Minimum Maximum Average value Standard deviation

Land-use mixing degree

LUM Mixing degree of land-use type 0.00 0.59 0.33 0.10

POIM Mixing degree of POIs 0.00 1.00 0.39 0.16

Block size

RD Road length (m) 1.79 6,573.01 455.52 551.50

RG Road grade 1.00 4.00 1.68 0.86

ND_RI Road intersection density (unit/m2) 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00

Construction age of buildings

BDM Average value of the construction age of buildings 1988.00 2014.00 2001.00 2.42

BDS Standard deviation construction age of buildings 0.00 9.84 0.51 1.43

Density

ND_BUF Building density (unit/m2) 0.00 0.75 0.19 0.12

BD_VT Building plot ratio 0.00 10.36 1.78 1.61

Accessibility

ND_BS Density of bus stops (unit/m2) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

ND_BL Density of road bus lines (unit/m2) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

DM_SUBS Distance from the nearest subway station (m) 12.47 6,561.48 1,566.33 1,527.92

Border vacuums

DM_River Distance from the nearest river (m) 0.00 2,385.67 665.58 493.78

DM_Expw Distance from the nearest expressway (m) 0.00 3,842.91 1,482.08 1,002.77

DM_RW Distance from the nearest aboveground railway line (m) 0.13 8,704.10 2,924.29 2,371.83
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Y � C + βkXk + ε, (2)

where Y represents the street vitality intensity, Xk represents the

kth influence variable, C represents the constant and βk
represents the regression coefficient of the kth influence

variable, and ε represents the residual value.

The calculation formula of the GWR model is as follows:

Yi � β0(ui, vi) +∑
K

βk(ui, vi)Xik + εi, (3)

where Yi represents the vitality intensity (density) of

residential streets, (ui, vi) represents the coordinates of the

spatial unit i, β0 is a constant term, βk(ui, vi) is the influence
regression coefficient of the spatial unit i, and εi is an

error term.

3 Impact of the built environment on
street vitality

3.1 Ordinary least squares model analysis

SPSS software is used to analyze the dependent variables and

15 independent variables for zero-mean normalization and

collinearity diagnostics. Table 2 shows that the variance

inflation factor (VIF) of each variable is less than 4; therefore,

there is no multicollinearity problem, and all indicators have

passed the test. Table 2 also shows the impact of various variables

on street vitality.

3.1.1 Land-use mixing degree
Jacobs argues that mixed land use is a necessary condition for

maintaining urban vitality. Table 2 shows that themixing degree of

points of interest (POI) type (POIM) and themixing degree of land

use type (LUM) indicators in the Tianhe District of Guangzhou are

significantly positively correlated with street vitality. Thus, the

degree of land-use mixing can significantly improve street vitality,

which is consistent with Jacobs’ judgement and is similar to the

findings in the current literature that mixed use can improve urban

vitality (Sung et al., 2013).

3.1.2 Block size
Table 2 shows a significant negative correlation between road

length (RD) and street vitality, that is, the shorter the road, the

greater the street vitality. The correlation between street grade

(RG) and street vitality shows periodicity, and there is a

significant positive correlation in the periods of 9 a.m.,

12 a.m., and 6 p.m., but not in other periods, which is related

to a large-scale increase in commuting demand in rush hours,

resulting in the improvement of street vitality of high-grade

roads. The findings are consistent with those of previous

studies (Brunsdon et al., 1998).

3.1.3 Construction age of buildings
Building age (BDM) is significantly negatively correlated

with street vitality, that is, the older the building age, the

stronger the street vitality, indicating that the presence of old

buildings is more conducive to increasing street vitality. The

standard deviation of the building age (BDS) index, reflecting the

TABLE 2 Analysis results of OLS.

Variable Model 1
(3 a.m.)

Model 2
(9 a.m.)

Model 3
(12 a.m.)

Model 4
(6 p.m.)

Model 5
(9 p.m.)

VIF

Coef. Coef. Coef. Coef. Coef.

Land-use mixing degree LUM −0.17*** 0.13*** 0.14*** 0.08** 0.16*** 1.52

POIM POIs −0.19*** 0.17*** 0.21*** 0.16*** 0.21*** 1.64

Block size RL 0.01 −0.16*** −0.16*** −0.15*** −0.18*** 1.44

RG 0.02 0.06* 0.07** 0.07** 0.03 1.42

ND_RI 0.08** 0.01 0.04 0.02 0.02 1.08

Construction age of buildings BDM −0.08** −0.07** −0.07*** −0.07** −0.08** 1.04

BDS −0.04 0.07** 0.07** 0.08*** 0.06* 1.2

Density ND_BUF 0.16*** 0.14*** 0.15*** 0.13*** 0.30*** 1.99

BD_VT −0.09* 0.31*** 0.36*** 0.35*** 0.18*** 2.53

Accessibility DM_BS 0.01 0.09 0.08 0.07 0.09 3.82

DM_BL 0 −0.02 0 0 0.01 3.95

DM_SUBS −0.13** −0.09* −0.14*** −0.15*** 0.02 3.12

Border vacuums DM_River −0.14*** 0.09*** 0.10*** 0.07** 0.04 1.33

DM_Expw −0.08** 0.12*** 0.13*** 0.11*** −0.04 1.35

DM_RW 0.21*** 0.12*** 0.27*** 0.18*** 0.38*** 2.71

Note:*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; and ***p < 0.001.
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mixing degree of new and old buildings, is significantly positively

correlated with street vitality, indicating that the mixing of new

and old buildings helps improve street vitality. The findings are

similar to those of Jacobs and King (King, 2013).

3.1.4 Density
Table 2 shows that the two indicators, building volume ratio

(BD_VT) and building density (ND_BUF), reflecting density, are

significantly positively correlated with street vitality, indicating

that high-density areas contribute to the improvement of street

vitality, which is also consistent with Jacobs’ findings from

previous studies (Cerin et al., 2007).

3.1.5 Accessibility
The density of bus stops (ND_BS) and the density of bus lines

(ND_BL) have no significant relationship with street vitality,

whereas the distance from the nearest subway station

(DM_SUBS) has a significant negative correlation with street

vitality, reflecting the characteristics that the farther away from

the nearest subway station, the weaker the street vitality intensity

is, which is related to the fact that the Tianhe District has a

developed public transport system and a dense and relatively

uniform distribution of bus stops and lines. Public transport

facilities do not become a significant variable affecting street

vitality, but subway traffic volume is large, and the distribution of

subways is relatively uneven, which is a significant variable

affecting street vitality.

3.1.6 Border vacuums
The variables such as the distance from the nearest river

(DM_River), the distance from the nearest expressway

(DM_Expw), and the distance from the nearest aboveground

railway line (DM_RW) are significantly positively correlated

with street vitality, indicating that the farther the distance is,

the stronger the street vitality. This shows that the surrounding

rivers, expressways, and aboveground railway lines represent a

vacuum zone for urban development, which has a certain

negative impact on street vitality and supports Jacobs’

conclusion to a certain extent.

3.2 Geographically weighted regression
model results

3.2.1 Comparison of ordinary least squares and
geographically weighted regression model
results

The GWR model is based on an adaptive kernel and uses the

AIC method to calculate the bandwidth. Table 3 compares the

analysis results of the OLS and GWR models from the ACIC, R2,

adjusted R2, and sigma values. 1) The ACIC, R2, and adjusted R2

of the GWR model outperformed those of the OLS model. For

example, the fitting degrees (R2) of the GWR models at 9 a.m.,

12 a.m., 8 p.m., and 9 p.m. reached 0.625, 0.746, 0.675, and 0.590,

respectively, while the highest fitting degree (R2) of the OLS

model was 0.488, especially at 12 a.m. The variables in the GWR

model explained street vitality as high as 74.6%. 2) The AICC

value of the GWR model was lower than that of the OLS model,

further confirming that the fitting effect of the GWR model was

better than that of the OLS model.

3.2.2Geographically weighted regression model
analysis

To test the spatial non-stationarity of the impact of the built

environment on street vitality, using the 25% quantile, 75%

quantile, and mean value of the regression coefficient, we

conducted the t-test and found the p value (significance) of

the regression coefficient to evaluate the effect of the GWR

model. Table 4 shows that the significant variables are similar

to those of the OLS model. However, some variables show strong

spatial heterogeneity of geographical impact, which is

demonstrated by the difference between the 25 and 75%

quantiles. The land-use mixing degree (LUM) variable is

significant at 9 a.m., 12 a.m., and 9 p.m. However, there are

directional differences between the 25 and 75% quantiles, that is,

the spatial heterogeneity is obvious. For the density indexes such

as plot ratio and building density that have significant effects, the

25 and 75% quantiles are the same direction difference. For the

accessibility index, the distance from the nearest subway station

(DM_SUBS) is 9 a.m., 12 a.m., 6 p.m., and 9 p.m., and the

quantiles of 25 and 75% also have directional differences, which

is similar to the variables of ‘the distance from the nearest river

(DM_River).’

As can be seen from the abovementioned OLS and GWR

model analyses, improving the mixed degree of land use

around the street can help improve the street vitality. Both

sides of Chinese urban streets are crowded with people and are

also areas with high commercial value. Therefore, both sides

of the streets are often areas with mixed commercial and

residential functions, and there are also a certain number of

public service buildings. The mixed land use function can

effectively increase the population flow and traffic travel, thus

enhancing the street vitality. The variables reflecting urban

development capacity, including building volume ratio and

building density, are basically positively related to street

vitality. The higher the density, the higher the

concentration of population and industrial activities, which

is also conducive to improving street vitality. In recent years,

Guangzhou has carried out a series of urban renewal and

transformation processes, and a large number of old urban

areas and “urban villages” have been transformed. As these

areas are densely populated and highly mixed with old and

new buildings, especially in areas with a high density of old

buildings, the street vitality has increased significantly.

Generally speaking, the expressway and railway lines will

divide the city and restrict the travel of the population.
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Therefore, the vitality of the streets near the expressway or

railway line is limited to a certain extent.

Therefore, this study selects variables with strong spatial

heterogeneity of geographical influence to visually analyze

their spatial impact (Figure 2), including the variables such as

building volume ratio (BD_VT) (9 a.m.), distance from the

nearest expressway (DM_Expw) (6 p.m.), building density

(ND_BUF) (9 p.m.), and mixing degree of land-use type

(LUM) (9 p.m.).

The main results can be concluded as:

3.2.2.1 Influence of the building volume ratio (9 a.m.)

Table 4 shows that the quantiles of the 25 and 75% of the

regression coefficients are 0.05 and 0.30, respectively, and themean

value is 0.24. Figure 2 shows that the part with the insignificant

impact is mainly concentrated in the north part of the Tianhe

District, where the building density is relatively low, whereas the

spatial impact of most parts in the south of the Tianhe District is

significant and positively correlated, indicating that the larger the

building plot ratio, the greater the street vitality intensity, which is

consistent with the results of the OLS model.

TABLE 3 Comparison of GWR and OLS models.

Statistical
indicator

Model 1
(3 a.m.)

Model 2
(9 a.m.)

Model 3
(12 a.m.)

Model 4
(6 p.m.)

Model 5
(9 p.m.)

AIC CO 2085.03 1819.85 1,690.22 1739.97 1933.33

AIC CG 2053.27 1,548.36 1,250.13 1,440.83 1,616.75

R2
O 0.142 0.394 0.488 0.454 0.296

R2
G 0.217 0.625 0.746 0.675 0.590

Adjusted R2
O 0.125 0.381 0.478 0.443 0.282

Adjusted R2
G 0.171 0.583 0.718 0.638 0.544

Sigma O 0.875 0.619 0.522 0.557 0.718

Sigma G 0.911 0.645 0.531 0.602 0.675

Note: subscript O indicates OLS, model and subscript G indicates GWR, model.

FIGURE 1
Study area-Tianhe District in Guangzhou. (A) Location of the study area in Guangzhou (B) Study area—Tianhe District.
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TABLE 4 Coefficients of GWR model estimation.

Variable GWR model 1 (3 a.m.) GWR model 2 (9 a.m.) GWR model 3 (12 a.m.) GWR model 4 (6 p.m.) GWR model 5 (9 p.m.)

25%
quantile

75%
quantile

Mean 25%
quantile

75%
quantile

Mean 25%
quantile

75%
quantile

Mean 25%
quantile

75%
quantile

Mean 25%
quantile

75%
quantile

Mean

Land-use mixing degree

LUM −0.26 −0.15 −0.20*** −0.01 0.15 0.08* −0.01 0.11 0.08* −0.02 0.09 0.04 −0.05 0.15 0.09*

POIM −0.32 −0.14 −0.23*** 0.03 0.17 0.12** 0.03 0.21 0.16*** 0.02 0.16 0.11** 0.03 0.17 0.15**

Block size

RL 0.01 0.04 0.02 −0.13 −0.01 −0.08 −0.15 0 −0.07* −0.14 −0.01 −0.07* −0.11 0 −0.06

RG 0.01 0.05 0.03 −0.02 0.1 0.06 −0.04 0.09 0.06* −0.01 0.11 0.06 −0.05 0.07 0.02

ND_RI 0.07 0.09 0.07* −0.04 0.4 0.16 −0.02 0.5 0.21 −0.03 0.42 0.15 −0.04 0.45 0.26

Construction age of buildings

BDM −0.08 −0.07 −0.08* −0.05 −0.01 −0.05 −0.05 −0.01 −0.05 −0.05 −0.01 −0.04 −0.07 0.02 −0.05

BDS −0.08 −0.02 −0.05 −0.01 0.05 0.03 0 0.02 0.03 0.01 0.04 0.04 −0.02 0.04 0.02

Density

ND_BUF 0.12 0.27 0.20*** 0.09 0.27 0.18*** 0.08 0.28 0.20*** 0.07 0.3 0.18*** 0.18 0.45 0.32***

BD_VT −0.12 −0.09 −0.11 0.05 0.3 0.24*** 0.05 0.34 0.26*** 0.05 0.35 0.28*** −0.07 0.21 0.12

Accessibility

DM_BS −0.02 0.12 0.05 −0.03 0.14 0.09 −0.03 0.14 0.05 −0.03 0.14 0.05 −0.02 0.21 0.09

DM_BL −0.08 0.02 −0.03 −0.11 0.04 −0.04 −0.11 0.04 −0.01 −0.11 0.06 0 −0.11 0.05 −0.01

DM_SUBS
0.17 0.29 −0.08 −0.64 0.14 −0.35*** −0.69 0.15 −0.42*** −0.59 0.14 −0.44*** −0.53 0.32 −0.32**

Border vacuums

DM_River
−0.15 −0.12 −0.13*** −0.03 0.14 0.08** −0.04 0.13 0.09*** −0.04 0.13 0.08** −0.07 0.03 0.01

DM_Expw
−0.12 −0.07 −0.09* 0.15 0.38 0.27*** 0.12 0.38 0.27*** 0.13 0.37 0.26*** 0.12 0.25 0.16***

DM_RW −0.1 −0.06 0.23*** −0.82 −0.12 −0.22*** −1.07 −0.09 −0.11** −1.18 −0.12 −0.17*** −1 −0.15 −0.03

Note:*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; and ***p < 0.001.
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3.2.2.2 Influence of the distance from the nearest

expressway (6 p.m.)

Table 4 shows that the quantiles of the 25 and 75% regression

coefficients are 0.13 and 0.37, respectively, and the mean value is

0.26. Figure 2 shows that the influence of the north and east parts

of Tianhe District is not significant, whereas that of the others is

positive and significant.

3.2.2.3 Influence of building density (9 p.m.)

Table 4 shows that the quantiles of the 25 and 75% regression

coefficients are 0.07 and 0.30, respectively, whereas the mean

value is 0.18. Figure 2 shows that the impact of some areas in the

north and east parts of the Tianhe District is not significant,

whereas that of others is positive and significant, which is

consistent with the analysis conclusion of the OLS model.

FIGURE 2
Spatio-temporal differentiation pattern of the influence of the built environment on street vitality.
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3.2.2.4 Impact of the mixing degree of land-use

type (9 p.m.)

Table 4 shows that the quantiles of the 25 and 75% regression

coefficients are 0.05 and 0.15, respectively, with a mean value of

0.09. Figure 2 shows that the negative part of the regression

coefficient is not significant and is mainly distributed in the north

and west parts of Tianhe District, and the significant part is

positively correlated.

The main characteristics of the spatial heterogeneity pattern for

the impact of the aforementioned four built-up environmental

indicators on street vitality can be summarized as follows: in the

central and southern parts of Tianhe District, generally including

Wushan, Tangxia, Shipai, Tianyuan, Yuancun, Chepi, and other

sub-districts, those built-up environmental indicators have basically

a significant and positive impact on street vitality. These sub-districts

are densely populated, with more colleges and universities, and the

improvement of building volume ratio, land use mix, and the

enhancement of regional urban development intensity and

function mix can significantly increase street vitality. However, in

the western part of the Tianhe District, i.e., the Zhujiang New Town

CBD, the improvement of land use mixing degree does not

significantly affect the street vitality. Affected by the high land

prices, the CBD gathers high-end business offices, high-end

residential buildings, and high-end commercial functions.

However, the middle- and low-end businesses that can attract

more people often cannot bear the high land prices and are

unable to enter, resulting in the improvement of function mixing

degree, which cannot significantly affect the street vitality. There are

manymountains in the northern part of the Tianhe District, and the

population flow is relatively small. The impact of each index on the

street vitality in these areas is mainly insignificant. There are many

“urban villages” in the eastern part of the Tianhe District, and the

traffic is dense. The impact of each index on the street vitality in

these areas is mainly insignificant.

4 Conclusion and discussion

This study proves that the six conditions of Jacobs’ street vitality

are also applicable to themodern Chinesemetropolis of Guangzhou.

In particular, different from the existing studies on urban vitality,

this study adopts the street scale and pays more attention to the

significant impact of the built environment on both sides of the

street on the vitality of the street. At the same time, the location

service big data can more accurately describe the street vitality

intensity, and so they have more analytical significance.

In general, the relevant conditions for maintaining urban

vitality proposed by Jacobs, based on the background of the

American metropolis in the 1950s, are also applicable to the

modern Guangzhou metropolis (Tianhe) to a great extent. This

shows that increasing the mixing degree of land use, the mixing

degree of old and new buildings, and use intensity (building

density and plot ratio) can significantly increase street vitality.

The GWR model, based on the local geographical weighting,

considers spatial heterogeneity, and its fitting effect is significantly

better than that of the OLS model. It can reveal the micro local

characteristics of the impact of the built environment on street

vitality and has important reference value for the optimization and

adjustment of urban public transport, land use, and use intensity.

The results reflect the temporal and spatial differences in the

applicability of Jacobs’ relevant discussions in the Tianhe District.

By analyzing the spatial differentiation characteristics of the impact

variables on street vitality, the strong and weak areas of urban

vitality in the Tianhe District can be distinguished to provide key

reconstruction areas for urban planning in the future, improve the

pedestrian environment, and improve urban vitality in a

general way.

Improving the vitality of streets is an important goal of

“people-oriented” modern urban planning. At present, the new

spatial planning of Guangzhou is under planning. How to

improve the street vitality of Guangzhou through urban

planning and design, especially in the central urban area, is

particularly important. Both sides of the street in the central

urban area are high commercial value distribution areas, and

enhancing the commercial and residential mixing degree on both

sides of the street can improve the urban land use efficiency and

street vitality. In the process of planning and design, it is necessary

to pay more attention to the positive role of old buildings in

improving the vitality of the street, and it is not necessary to

uniformly demolish and rebuild the old buildings, but more

consideration can be given to renewal and reconstruction.

Appropriate retention of old buildings in the densely

distributed areas of new buildings can also actively improve

the vitality of the street. Paying full attention to the negative

impact of expressways and railway lines on improving the vitality

of streets, increasing commercial and residential density, and

improving the traffic conditions around these urban development

barrier facilities can effectively reduce the negative impact of these

facilities on improving the vitality of streets. In general, modern

urban planning and design of Guangzhou in the new period

should strengthen the modern urban planning concept of

“people-oriented” and take various planning and design

measures to enhance the vitality of the streets.
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